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Full Name: Richie Velazquez
Age: 33
Birthplace: Los Angeles, USA

Tell us a bit about yourself
I’m Richie and I’m Tired +:)

What is the story behind your 
artist pseudonym?
I used to produce music under the name deso-
late. It was chiptune thrash type
tunes. Desolate meaning solo shit and De La 
meaning Of The (desolate.) Then made
a twitter in 2012 under the
Handle @deladeso.

Tell us a random fact about you?
I used to skate and Front Boarded Wilshire 15.
I had a skate crew called “the crew” I also 
filmed and edited my own skate
videos.

Other hobbies aside from art and 
design?
When I’m not fully immersed into figuring out 
this art life I like to sneak away, travel 
& watch films with my wife. Es Getting Lost a 
Hobby?
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What about art makes you happy?
The freedom I get to be myself. We get to just 
express how we feel. Like I can say “fuck off’’ 
without opening my mouth. That makes me pretty 
happy.

What has influenced the style of art 
you create?
The current state of life es grimey so I just 
create how I see things.

Tell us about your journey becoming 
an artist
I feel like my art is a product of the 
internet. Like I never had any direct interest 
in the art world. Like I drew a bit when I was 
younger but that was just driven by boredom I 
think. 

Everything has been random but I’m now finding 
out that its all full circle and stuff kinda 
falls into place. I feel like the more you want 
something the harder it is to obtain and when 
you just do things to do it things just come. 

I have been doing things backwards. My first 
passion was editing and film so I went to school 
thinking I was gonna do film but the programs 
were too expensive so I ended up leaving With 
an AA in visual communications. 

I was always really good at marketing myself 
and that played a key role when I started 
making my grime. Everything now still feels 
brand new and its been a fun and beautiful 
struggle.
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What challenges have you faced as 
an artist? 
So many challenges for sure but most of it 
isn’t skilled based challenges, for me its been 
and balancing the productive procrastination. 

I work from home and my home is full of 
distractions. Just being productive has become 
the biggest challenge so far.

Who are some of your favourite 
artists?
XTOFUX,Nadine Does My Hair, Ray Young Chu, 
ANTA 52, ROES,The YKMS, ABARS,DAMMIT JANET, 
Senate 1989 and anyone from the Bloodygums 
Collective Y más! Also the usual suspects 
Baldessari,Warhol,Bacon,Chuck Close,Patti 
Smith,v,Wes Anderson,Tarantino…

What is your favourite work of art?
Western Truck Exchange Logo 100%

If you could give one piece of 
advice to aspiring artists, what 
would it be? 
Es not an endurance es a race.

If you could meet any artist, alive 
or dead, who would it be? Why?  
Probably Robin Williams I would have loved to 
talk about life shit with him.
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What is the story behind your 
design style? 
It was in school when I started doing the 
grimey type of things. It was the style of 
having no style. 

I was always really bad at following notes and 
tutorials and I would get bored and frustrated 
then would draw over the crap I couldn’t figure 
out. 

After myspace blogs started popping up and 
Tumblr really got my work out there. I figured 
out that if I called my art not art but if I 
called it something else like #grime it would 
be easier to find it. 

So I created #digitaldeathandgrime so you could 
find it. I started realizing that hashtags and 
repost were really helping me get the work 
straight to the source of companies and other 
artist. I was and have always just been a fan 
artist and this formula has helped me become 
the artist I am today.
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What is the story behind your 
design style? 
I usually get over my work pretty quickly but 
if I had to pick I would say I like the fact 
that if you keep looking you will find something 
new. I like working in layers and providing 
hints of what may be sitting underneath. From 
there the viewer can piece together what they 
think it all means.

Where do you get inspiration to 
create the designs you do? 
My 90’s childhood! The goosebumps, Fox Kids and 
Negativity. I learned how to harness negativity 
and break it down to creativity.

What are your favourite tools to 
create art with? 
I don’t have a favorite set of tools. Sometimes 
creativity strikes and you looks around you and 
just grab whatever tool that’s there. I always 
carry a Notebook,Pen and Sharpie. The Internet 
used to be my favorite tool till it started 
using us.

What do you like most about your 
design style?
That it can be as shitty or clean I want it to 
be.
Es all shitty good.
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What future styles or direction to 
you want to explore/ take your art?
I want to bring it out into the real world and 
create some more Grimey type of
installs and experience.

You’re a new addition to the crayon 
box. What colour would you be and 
why? 
Cholo Pink I think because I have a mustache 
and I just like pink.

What do you work toward in your 
free time? 
Tying to create more time.

If you could steal credit for any 
great piece of art, song, film, book 
etc which one
would you claim?

Western Truck Exchange duh!
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Richie’s Style
This band is dedicated to those that love all things 
Grimey.

Richie was in school when he started doing Grime art. 
He describes his art as the style of having no style. 
He feels his art is a product of the internet — never 
having a direct interest in the art world, he drew 
a bit when he was younger but explains it was just 
driven mostly by boredom. 

Whilst Richie’s approach to art is seemingly random, 
he is now finding out that it’s all full circle and 
things falls into place. His unique approach to art 
can be described as creativity in its rawest form – 
using what he can, when he can, to create pieces that 
range from having comprehensive underlying meaning… 
to drawing a face on a slice of Kraft cheese with a 
Sharpie.

 TIER 
ONE

RICHIE’S
DESIGN

Inside Phrase
“Rise and Grime”
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1 / EARN POINTS

SUMMARY OF THE EMPIRE 
POINTS SYSTEM

FOUR ways to earn points:

  > Make a Referral

  > Purchase products

  > Post with #EMPIREBANDS

  > Review, Follow Instagram

2 / UNLOCK TIERED BANDS
Use your TOTAL EARNED points 
(over all time) to unlock 
Tiers and get access to rare 
bands.

One   Two Three Four    Five

3 / PURCHASE WITH POINTS
Use your POINTS BALANCE to make 
purchases.

The more bands you purchase - 
the more value you receive.

THE FIVE PACK

> Save 28% per band (pre order only)
> Artist sticker per band
> Standard shipping free
> 5% total sale amount to the Artist

START EARNING POINTS > HERE 

ANY FIVE FOR $125  $90 (AUD)
or 900 points

https://empire-artist.com/my-account/
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NOT LONG NOW!
EXPECTED SHIPPING DATE

Expect to have your wristbands shipped in July at 
the latest - check your emails to keep informed.

QUESTIONS?
WHO TO CONTACT
 
If you have any questions feel free to email us 
at:

Info@empire-artist.com/

WANT TO COLLABORATE?

If you are interested in making your own custom 
wristbands or collector cards, visit:

Info@empire-artist.com/collaborate/

GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR BAND

For our detailed care instructions, visit:

www.empire-artist.com/care-instructions/

FOLLOW OUR JOURNEY

WHERE TO FOLLOW
 
Follow us on Instagram and Facebook to keep up to 
date and follow our journey:

FACEBOOK >
empire.artist18

INSTAGRAM >
@empire.artist

THANK YOU

WANT TO LEARN MORE?

Download our General Information PDF
 
> HERE 

Download our Empire Points PDF
 
> HERE 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST

Copyright Disclaimer:

All content in this [pdf] is copyright of either j b hill & j j olander t/a 
empire artist (abn 17 896 282 123) or the artist featured. Content must not be 
downloaded, copied, reproduced or used without express written permission from 
us, or the artist where the content is their own work. The artist retains all 
copyright for their artworks (which includes reproduction rights). If you wish to 
reproduce the work, this must be separately negotiated with the artist.

CULTIVATING 
CREATIVITY
The movement that serves 
the Artist and empowers 
you to express your inner 
creative.
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